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If you ally need such a referred The Living Light By Chris Comish publication that will offer you worth,
obtain the most effective vendor from us now from lots of preferred publishers. If you wish to amusing
books, many stories, tale, jokes, as well as much more fictions compilations are likewise released, from best
seller to one of the most recent launched. You may not be perplexed to delight in all book collections The
Living Light By Chris Comish that we will give. It is not about the prices. It has to do with just what you
require now. This The Living Light By Chris Comish, as one of the most effective vendors here will be one
of the right choices to review.

Review
"I have no reservations in highly recommending this groundbreaking work from a spiritual pioneer who has
made it his life's mission to bring the Light to all mankind." -Mary Keating, Reiki master and owner and
founder at Ai Kansha cat sanctuary

"Chris is an amazing person with a strong will and unlimited talent. He can do anything that he puts his mind
to." -Neal Parks, founder, team leader, Parks Paranormal Research and Investigation, host for the show
Paranormally Speaking

"Chris Comish is an exceptional trans-channel of Reiki energies and a true blessing in the spiritual/energetic
healing modalities world. I'm honored to know him and have been a recipient of his healing work." -Blane
Hoffman, Reiki master, tattoo artist, owner, operator, Barking Dog Tattooz

"Chris is an amazing man and a greatly gifted healer. He is also an author of many books on the subject of
healing and has changed the lives of many people, including my life." -George Plachy, Reiki master and
teacher

From the Author
This book contains attunements and empowerments to many different forms of Reiki and other energy
modalities. Over 30,000 people have been attuned worldwide to the energies via this book and it is highly
successful if you do strongly intend to receive them in a relaxed state. I have personally prepared the
attunements and sent them via a chi ball to you, the reader of this book. Each attunement/empowerment was
prepared with the intent that each is perfectly and powerfully received when each reader/recipient asks to
receive. The book serves as an embedding mechanism for delivery of the attunements. Although there is a
description of the modalities and some other information, the true purpose of this book is to deliver the
prepared energies to you.

First, read the background information for the modalities, then when you are ready, begin receiving the
attunements/empowerments one at a time, starting with Usui Reiki Level One. The order of the
attunements/empowerments in the book is the order that I have found to be the best vibrationally. The
modalities are ordered from lower vibration to higher vibration to facilitate reception of the energies.



Second, it is important for you, the reader, to be prepared when you receive the attunements/empowerments.
It is best to receive, at most, one attunement per day, to assist with the integration of the energies. To receive,
either sit or lie down in a place you will not be disturbed. Turn off your phone. Get in a restful, meditative
state, focusing on your breath. This shuts off your mind and the stress from the day. A this point you are
ready to receive the energies. Strongly desire to receive the attunement or empowerment you have chosen by
saying the words to receive three times. Intend and express your will to receive the energies. This will help
with the delivery of the energies.

Third, relax and receive. Don't guide the energies while you receive them, let them guide you. Relax, accept
the process as perfect and accept the energies and feel the energy flow from your crown to many different
parts of your body. Feel the energy over-light you. The process typically takes about 30 minutes. When you
feel the energies have finished, give thanks to the Divine. Rest and drink water following each attunement or
empowerment. Then follow the guidance for the next modality as stated in the background information for
the modalities and then take the next attunement or empowerment on the next day or in a few days or a
week, however it is stated in the introduction to the energies on how you should receive them. Also although
the majority of people feel the energies powerfully, some may have an experience where the energies are
subtle or not feel the energies at all. This depends on how clear each individual is and how relaxed an
individual is when they request to receive the energies. Do not worry, the energies are perfectly received
when you ask for them, even if you do not always feel them at first. They continue working on you while
you sleep and over time, clearing you, healing you, and attuning you to assist you in your path of becoming a
healer. Feel free to practice giving yourself a self healing after each attunement or empowerment, this will
strengthen the flow of energy to heal yourself and others. Place your hands on yourself and say "(Name of
system) Reiki on!" Wait and then the energies will begin to flow through you.

Finally, thank you so much for your interest in this material. Getting it ready was a privilege and a joy. I
hope you have a wonderful time working with it.

The following are testimonials from others about the attunements and empowerments I have prepared:

"I would like to say that you have a wonderful gift, and to thank you from the bottom of my heart for the
work that you are doing. The world needs more people who care deeply and love unconditionally as you
have shown us all that you do."
-Jenne, U.S.A.

"Thank you Chris! I felt a cool tingling sensation down my right arm and was very peaceful."
-Ana, New Jersey, U.S.A.

"Chris,
I called in the healing last night. I felt a lot of pressure in my head and briefly in my heart. I felt quite
refreshed, yet relaxed, afterwards and slept very well last night. Thank you!"
-Elizabeth, Rhode Island, U.S.A.

"Thanks Chris....I felt much presure in my crown chakra for a few minutes......then I was peaceful."
-Silvia, Mexico

"Dear Chris,
I feel warmth in my hands,and feel very relaxed. Then I go to a deep sleep. Thanks."
-Vasu, India



"Chris,
It was excellent. Thank you and many laughs and hugs."
-Leslie, Nevada, U.S.A.

"I went to lie down and I immediately felt a very tight bond feeling around my head, and in my head, a full
feeling, and a very pulling stinging 3rd eye... that kept on going on, still does... I didn't see so much this time
but I was surprised the energy was so strong, swirling around me. One moment I felt like I was blown up like
a balloon and drifting off. Further my pulses were hurting a bit inside, a (slight, very bearable) pain pulling
up my arms and my heart had a full (strange) feeling too (this heart feeling was in the beginning), can't
describe it..."
-Maria, The Netherlands

"Dear Chris,
Thank you for the lovely attunement! I had waves of energy surging upwards from my feet up my legs then
all over. I love that you have offered this. Thank you, thank you, thank you."
-Elizabeth, Rhode Island, U.S.A.

"Hi Chris,
Thank you for the healing. I was resting in bed when I called in the healing. At first I felt energy in my
crown and then I didn't feel anything, but I know that when the energy bodies are being worked on we often
don't feel anything. But at one point I felt to put my hand on my heart center and it became hot and tingly.
Then awhile later I felt energy in my fingers of my left hand and the energy began to slowly move up my
arm to my elbow. Very cool. Thank you!"
-Mary, New Mexico, U.S.A.

"Dear Chris,
Thank you for the Gold Reiki Level 3 attunement. I had taken it on 2nd Apr in the evening. I felt a little
sensation/vibration in my hands and forehead. But few minutes after finishing I felt something (like wind
sensation) is entering into my crown chakra. Thanks Again."
-Vasu, India

"I took level 3 on saturday. I felt relaxed and happy. Thank you very much."
-Alberto, Spain

"Thank you for the second Gold Reiki attunement, Chris! I felt a warm sensation in my chest this time, and
tingling in my hands. It felt like a very gentle energy, and it felt wonderful. Looking forward to the next
attunement ;)"
-Matts, Sweden

"Hi Chris!!
Thank you for this empowerment. I felt much heat in my hands and feet. Was very beautiful."
-Begoña, Spain

"Thank you, Chris !!!
I just love the energies, they are always so powerful. I called in the empowerment and I felt a lot of energy in
my 3rd eye first, from there it went into my head and ran down my neck and spine, oh yes, and I didn't really
feel my hands any more, they felt like energy-balls (or something like that:)) wow... wonderful
energy...thank you very much...really loved it."
-Maria, The Netherlands



"Dear Chris:
I feel this energy softly and gentle. Thanks a lot."
-Claudio Mora, Peru

"Dear Chris,
Thank you for the attunement. I called it in last night and felt a lot of swirling sensations throughout and a lot
of pressure in my forehead."
-Elizabeth, Rhode Island, U.S.A.

"Dear Chris,
Yesterday night I took the level 2 Kundalini Reiki. It felt stronger than the first one. Thank you."
-Alberto, Spain

"Dear Chris,
I have taken Kundalini Reiki Level 2 yesterday at 9 p.m. I feel some vibration in my forehead, third-eye and
hands. Thanks again."
-Vasu, India

From the Back Cover
The Living Light is a revised and enhanced version of the book Manifest Divinity Through Reiki. It contains
two additional appendicies including personal ascension experiences and Reiki symbols. The Living Light is
a unique synthesis of white magic and wisdom.

The Living Light has embedded energy in it and anyone who reads this book will be amazed at how easy
they can access the divine energies of Reiki. The Living Light will rewire you and make you a human angel
just by reading it.

Also, it takes you on a journey unlocking ancient myseteries held by the Order of Melchizedek by exploring
Axiatonal Lines, Planetary and Cosmic Rays, Channeling, and much more.

The Living Light contains free attunements or connections to Usui Reiki, New Usui Reiki, Full Spectrum
Healing, Lavender Flame, Silver Violet Flame, Karuna Ki, Kundalini Reiki, Imara Reiki, Green Tara
Seichim, Golden Ray, Gold Reiki, Shamballa Mutli-Dimensional Healing, and an Axiatonal Lines
Connection.

If there is one book out there to prepare you energetically for the great shift of 2012- this is the book. There
is no limit to what spiritual energy can do. Spirit is not affected by matter. Live by Spirit and matter will
have no control over you. Reclaim your Divinity today.
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Reserve The Living Light By Chris Comish is among the valuable well worth that will certainly make you
always abundant. It will not mean as rich as the cash give you. When some individuals have absence to deal
with the life, people with many e-books occasionally will certainly be better in doing the life. Why must be
publication The Living Light By Chris Comish It is in fact not implied that book The Living Light By Chris
Comish will certainly provide you power to get to everything. Guide is to check out and what we implied is
guide that is checked out. You can also see just how the publication qualifies The Living Light By Chris
Comish and also numbers of publication collections are offering here.

Reading habit will certainly constantly lead individuals not to satisfied reading The Living Light By Chris
Comish, a book, ten book, hundreds books, and also more. One that will certainly make them really feel
completely satisfied is completing reviewing this publication The Living Light By Chris Comish and also
getting the notification of the books, then finding the other following publication to review. It continues even
more as well as much more. The moment to finish reading a book The Living Light By Chris Comish will be
consistently different relying on spar time to spend; one example is this The Living Light By Chris Comish

Now, just how do you know where to acquire this e-book The Living Light By Chris Comish Never mind,
now you could not visit guide store under the bright sunlight or evening to search the e-book The Living
Light By Chris Comish We here always aid you to find hundreds sort of e-book. One of them is this e-book
qualified The Living Light By Chris Comish You might visit the link page given in this collection and
afterwards opt for downloading. It will certainly not take even more times. Just connect to your internet
accessibility and you could access the book The Living Light By Chris Comish on-line. Naturally, after
downloading and install The Living Light By Chris Comish, you might not print it.
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This is the Second Edition of The Living Light. The Living Light is a revised and enhanced version of the
book Manifest Divinity Through Reiki. It contains two additional appendices including personal ascension
experiences and Reiki symbols. This book unlocks many ancient secrets of the Order of Melchizedek. The
Living Light contains free attunements or connections to Usui Reiki, New Usui Reiki, Full Spectrum
Healing, Lavender Flame, Silver Violet Flame, Karuna Ki, Kundalini Reiki, Imara Reiki, Green Tara
Seichim, Golden Ray, Gold Reiki, Shamballa Multi-Dimensional Healing, and an Axiatonal Lines
Connection. The Living Light also contains attunements for Planetary and Cosmic Rays, a guide on how to
send attunements worldwide, how to contact the after-life/channel and includes a powerful invocation for the
Archangels. If there is one book out there to prepare you energetically for the great shift of 2012- this is the
book. Reclaim your Divinity today.
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Review
"I have no reservations in highly recommending this groundbreaking work from a spiritual pioneer who has
made it his life's mission to bring the Light to all mankind." -Mary Keating, Reiki master and owner and
founder at Ai Kansha cat sanctuary

"Chris is an amazing person with a strong will and unlimited talent. He can do anything that he puts his mind
to." -Neal Parks, founder, team leader, Parks Paranormal Research and Investigation, host for the show
Paranormally Speaking

"Chris Comish is an exceptional trans-channel of Reiki energies and a true blessing in the spiritual/energetic
healing modalities world. I'm honored to know him and have been a recipient of his healing work." -Blane
Hoffman, Reiki master, tattoo artist, owner, operator, Barking Dog Tattooz

"Chris is an amazing man and a greatly gifted healer. He is also an author of many books on the subject of
healing and has changed the lives of many people, including my life." -George Plachy, Reiki master and
teacher

From the Author
This book contains attunements and empowerments to many different forms of Reiki and other energy
modalities. Over 30,000 people have been attuned worldwide to the energies via this book and it is highly
successful if you do strongly intend to receive them in a relaxed state. I have personally prepared the
attunements and sent them via a chi ball to you, the reader of this book. Each attunement/empowerment was
prepared with the intent that each is perfectly and powerfully received when each reader/recipient asks to



receive. The book serves as an embedding mechanism for delivery of the attunements. Although there is a
description of the modalities and some other information, the true purpose of this book is to deliver the
prepared energies to you.

First, read the background information for the modalities, then when you are ready, begin receiving the
attunements/empowerments one at a time, starting with Usui Reiki Level One. The order of the
attunements/empowerments in the book is the order that I have found to be the best vibrationally. The
modalities are ordered from lower vibration to higher vibration to facilitate reception of the energies.

Second, it is important for you, the reader, to be prepared when you receive the attunements/empowerments.
It is best to receive, at most, one attunement per day, to assist with the integration of the energies. To receive,
either sit or lie down in a place you will not be disturbed. Turn off your phone. Get in a restful, meditative
state, focusing on your breath. This shuts off your mind and the stress from the day. A this point you are
ready to receive the energies. Strongly desire to receive the attunement or empowerment you have chosen by
saying the words to receive three times. Intend and express your will to receive the energies. This will help
with the delivery of the energies.

Third, relax and receive. Don't guide the energies while you receive them, let them guide you. Relax, accept
the process as perfect and accept the energies and feel the energy flow from your crown to many different
parts of your body. Feel the energy over-light you. The process typically takes about 30 minutes. When you
feel the energies have finished, give thanks to the Divine. Rest and drink water following each attunement or
empowerment. Then follow the guidance for the next modality as stated in the background information for
the modalities and then take the next attunement or empowerment on the next day or in a few days or a
week, however it is stated in the introduction to the energies on how you should receive them. Also although
the majority of people feel the energies powerfully, some may have an experience where the energies are
subtle or not feel the energies at all. This depends on how clear each individual is and how relaxed an
individual is when they request to receive the energies. Do not worry, the energies are perfectly received
when you ask for them, even if you do not always feel them at first. They continue working on you while
you sleep and over time, clearing you, healing you, and attuning you to assist you in your path of becoming a
healer. Feel free to practice giving yourself a self healing after each attunement or empowerment, this will
strengthen the flow of energy to heal yourself and others. Place your hands on yourself and say "(Name of
system) Reiki on!" Wait and then the energies will begin to flow through you.

Finally, thank you so much for your interest in this material. Getting it ready was a privilege and a joy. I
hope you have a wonderful time working with it.

The following are testimonials from others about the attunements and empowerments I have prepared:

"I would like to say that you have a wonderful gift, and to thank you from the bottom of my heart for the
work that you are doing. The world needs more people who care deeply and love unconditionally as you
have shown us all that you do."
-Jenne, U.S.A.

"Thank you Chris! I felt a cool tingling sensation down my right arm and was very peaceful."
-Ana, New Jersey, U.S.A.

"Chris,
I called in the healing last night. I felt a lot of pressure in my head and briefly in my heart. I felt quite
refreshed, yet relaxed, afterwards and slept very well last night. Thank you!"



-Elizabeth, Rhode Island, U.S.A.

"Thanks Chris....I felt much presure in my crown chakra for a few minutes......then I was peaceful."
-Silvia, Mexico

"Dear Chris,
I feel warmth in my hands,and feel very relaxed. Then I go to a deep sleep. Thanks."
-Vasu, India

"Chris,
It was excellent. Thank you and many laughs and hugs."
-Leslie, Nevada, U.S.A.

"I went to lie down and I immediately felt a very tight bond feeling around my head, and in my head, a full
feeling, and a very pulling stinging 3rd eye... that kept on going on, still does... I didn't see so much this time
but I was surprised the energy was so strong, swirling around me. One moment I felt like I was blown up like
a balloon and drifting off. Further my pulses were hurting a bit inside, a (slight, very bearable) pain pulling
up my arms and my heart had a full (strange) feeling too (this heart feeling was in the beginning), can't
describe it..."
-Maria, The Netherlands

"Dear Chris,
Thank you for the lovely attunement! I had waves of energy surging upwards from my feet up my legs then
all over. I love that you have offered this. Thank you, thank you, thank you."
-Elizabeth, Rhode Island, U.S.A.

"Hi Chris,
Thank you for the healing. I was resting in bed when I called in the healing. At first I felt energy in my
crown and then I didn't feel anything, but I know that when the energy bodies are being worked on we often
don't feel anything. But at one point I felt to put my hand on my heart center and it became hot and tingly.
Then awhile later I felt energy in my fingers of my left hand and the energy began to slowly move up my
arm to my elbow. Very cool. Thank you!"
-Mary, New Mexico, U.S.A.

"Dear Chris,
Thank you for the Gold Reiki Level 3 attunement. I had taken it on 2nd Apr in the evening. I felt a little
sensation/vibration in my hands and forehead. But few minutes after finishing I felt something (like wind
sensation) is entering into my crown chakra. Thanks Again."
-Vasu, India

"I took level 3 on saturday. I felt relaxed and happy. Thank you very much."
-Alberto, Spain

"Thank you for the second Gold Reiki attunement, Chris! I felt a warm sensation in my chest this time, and
tingling in my hands. It felt like a very gentle energy, and it felt wonderful. Looking forward to the next
attunement ;)"
-Matts, Sweden

"Hi Chris!!



Thank you for this empowerment. I felt much heat in my hands and feet. Was very beautiful."
-Begoña, Spain

"Thank you, Chris !!!
I just love the energies, they are always so powerful. I called in the empowerment and I felt a lot of energy in
my 3rd eye first, from there it went into my head and ran down my neck and spine, oh yes, and I didn't really
feel my hands any more, they felt like energy-balls (or something like that:)) wow... wonderful
energy...thank you very much...really loved it."
-Maria, The Netherlands

"Dear Chris:
I feel this energy softly and gentle. Thanks a lot."
-Claudio Mora, Peru

"Dear Chris,
Thank you for the attunement. I called it in last night and felt a lot of swirling sensations throughout and a lot
of pressure in my forehead."
-Elizabeth, Rhode Island, U.S.A.

"Dear Chris,
Yesterday night I took the level 2 Kundalini Reiki. It felt stronger than the first one. Thank you."
-Alberto, Spain

"Dear Chris,
I have taken Kundalini Reiki Level 2 yesterday at 9 p.m. I feel some vibration in my forehead, third-eye and
hands. Thanks again."
-Vasu, India

From the Back Cover
The Living Light is a revised and enhanced version of the book Manifest Divinity Through Reiki. It contains
two additional appendicies including personal ascension experiences and Reiki symbols. The Living Light is
a unique synthesis of white magic and wisdom.

The Living Light has embedded energy in it and anyone who reads this book will be amazed at how easy
they can access the divine energies of Reiki. The Living Light will rewire you and make you a human angel
just by reading it.

Also, it takes you on a journey unlocking ancient myseteries held by the Order of Melchizedek by exploring
Axiatonal Lines, Planetary and Cosmic Rays, Channeling, and much more.

The Living Light contains free attunements or connections to Usui Reiki, New Usui Reiki, Full Spectrum
Healing, Lavender Flame, Silver Violet Flame, Karuna Ki, Kundalini Reiki, Imara Reiki, Green Tara
Seichim, Golden Ray, Gold Reiki, Shamballa Mutli-Dimensional Healing, and an Axiatonal Lines
Connection.

If there is one book out there to prepare you energetically for the great shift of 2012- this is the book. There
is no limit to what spiritual energy can do. Spirit is not affected by matter. Live by Spirit and matter will
have no control over you. Reclaim your Divinity today.
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3 of 3 people found the following review helpful.
Wonderful book full of great information
By Faith
I loved this book. It taught me alot and it gave me wonderful ways in which to enrich my meditations and
healing work for myself and my clients. I use it daily and thoroughly enjoy it. If you want to be healed and
have wonderful and productive meditations then this is a wonderful book for you. Enjoy, God bless and may
you always be healed and live the life you were meant to live.

1 of 1 people found the following review helpful.
Light & Love & Energy
By Luciana Bonati
When I held " the Living Light ' in my hands . . . I felt I was not holding a book.

To describe exactly what I felt in my hands would be a little bit difficult ...
therefore I will say it simply: I felt a lot of energy... I felt my hands lightening
up like a Christmas tree and I was not even meditating or reading it .... just holding it.
What if .... a book contains so much Love that you can feel it every time you
watch it, what if ... you feel that every single word that has been written in there, conveys love, compassion,
and above all a Great Desire to make You the reader
a carrier of Light ........ w o u l d you still call it book ??

to me it's a candle that never blows out, and its name "The Living Light"
represents exactly what it is.

I recommend it to all that are serious in the path, to all that know and feel in the
deep of their heart ... that Love is all that Matters ....

See all 2 customer reviews...
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Comish soft documents. So, you may not hesitate to bring this book The Living Light By Chris Comish
everywhere you go. Merely include this sot data to your gadget or computer system disk to allow you read
every single time and also all over you have time.
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to." -Neal Parks, founder, team leader, Parks Paranormal Research and Investigation, host for the show
Paranormally Speaking
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Hoffman, Reiki master, tattoo artist, owner, operator, Barking Dog Tattooz
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healing and has changed the lives of many people, including my life." -George Plachy, Reiki master and
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with the delivery of the energies.
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when you ask for them, even if you do not always feel them at first. They continue working on you while
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healer. Feel free to practice giving yourself a self healing after each attunement or empowerment, this will
strengthen the flow of energy to heal yourself and others. Place your hands on yourself and say "(Name of
system) Reiki on!" Wait and then the energies will begin to flow through you.

Finally, thank you so much for your interest in this material. Getting it ready was a privilege and a joy. I
hope you have a wonderful time working with it.

The following are testimonials from others about the attunements and empowerments I have prepared:

"I would like to say that you have a wonderful gift, and to thank you from the bottom of my heart for the
work that you are doing. The world needs more people who care deeply and love unconditionally as you
have shown us all that you do."
-Jenne, U.S.A.

"Thank you Chris! I felt a cool tingling sensation down my right arm and was very peaceful."
-Ana, New Jersey, U.S.A.
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"Thanks Chris....I felt much presure in my crown chakra for a few minutes......then I was peaceful."
-Silvia, Mexico

"Dear Chris,
I feel warmth in my hands,and feel very relaxed. Then I go to a deep sleep. Thanks."
-Vasu, India
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It was excellent. Thank you and many laughs and hugs."
-Leslie, Nevada, U.S.A.

"I went to lie down and I immediately felt a very tight bond feeling around my head, and in my head, a full
feeling, and a very pulling stinging 3rd eye... that kept on going on, still does... I didn't see so much this time



but I was surprised the energy was so strong, swirling around me. One moment I felt like I was blown up like
a balloon and drifting off. Further my pulses were hurting a bit inside, a (slight, very bearable) pain pulling
up my arms and my heart had a full (strange) feeling too (this heart feeling was in the beginning), can't
describe it..."
-Maria, The Netherlands

"Dear Chris,
Thank you for the lovely attunement! I had waves of energy surging upwards from my feet up my legs then
all over. I love that you have offered this. Thank you, thank you, thank you."
-Elizabeth, Rhode Island, U.S.A.

"Hi Chris,
Thank you for the healing. I was resting in bed when I called in the healing. At first I felt energy in my
crown and then I didn't feel anything, but I know that when the energy bodies are being worked on we often
don't feel anything. But at one point I felt to put my hand on my heart center and it became hot and tingly.
Then awhile later I felt energy in my fingers of my left hand and the energy began to slowly move up my
arm to my elbow. Very cool. Thank you!"
-Mary, New Mexico, U.S.A.

"Dear Chris,
Thank you for the Gold Reiki Level 3 attunement. I had taken it on 2nd Apr in the evening. I felt a little
sensation/vibration in my hands and forehead. But few minutes after finishing I felt something (like wind
sensation) is entering into my crown chakra. Thanks Again."
-Vasu, India

"I took level 3 on saturday. I felt relaxed and happy. Thank you very much."
-Alberto, Spain

"Thank you for the second Gold Reiki attunement, Chris! I felt a warm sensation in my chest this time, and
tingling in my hands. It felt like a very gentle energy, and it felt wonderful. Looking forward to the next
attunement ;)"
-Matts, Sweden

"Hi Chris!!
Thank you for this empowerment. I felt much heat in my hands and feet. Was very beautiful."
-Begoña, Spain

"Thank you, Chris !!!
I just love the energies, they are always so powerful. I called in the empowerment and I felt a lot of energy in
my 3rd eye first, from there it went into my head and ran down my neck and spine, oh yes, and I didn't really
feel my hands any more, they felt like energy-balls (or something like that:)) wow... wonderful
energy...thank you very much...really loved it."
-Maria, The Netherlands

"Dear Chris:
I feel this energy softly and gentle. Thanks a lot."
-Claudio Mora, Peru

"Dear Chris,



Thank you for the attunement. I called it in last night and felt a lot of swirling sensations throughout and a lot
of pressure in my forehead."
-Elizabeth, Rhode Island, U.S.A.

"Dear Chris,
Yesterday night I took the level 2 Kundalini Reiki. It felt stronger than the first one. Thank you."
-Alberto, Spain

"Dear Chris,
I have taken Kundalini Reiki Level 2 yesterday at 9 p.m. I feel some vibration in my forehead, third-eye and
hands. Thanks again."
-Vasu, India

From the Back Cover
The Living Light is a revised and enhanced version of the book Manifest Divinity Through Reiki. It contains
two additional appendicies including personal ascension experiences and Reiki symbols. The Living Light is
a unique synthesis of white magic and wisdom.

The Living Light has embedded energy in it and anyone who reads this book will be amazed at how easy
they can access the divine energies of Reiki. The Living Light will rewire you and make you a human angel
just by reading it.

Also, it takes you on a journey unlocking ancient myseteries held by the Order of Melchizedek by exploring
Axiatonal Lines, Planetary and Cosmic Rays, Channeling, and much more.

The Living Light contains free attunements or connections to Usui Reiki, New Usui Reiki, Full Spectrum
Healing, Lavender Flame, Silver Violet Flame, Karuna Ki, Kundalini Reiki, Imara Reiki, Green Tara
Seichim, Golden Ray, Gold Reiki, Shamballa Mutli-Dimensional Healing, and an Axiatonal Lines
Connection.

If there is one book out there to prepare you energetically for the great shift of 2012- this is the book. There
is no limit to what spiritual energy can do. Spirit is not affected by matter. Live by Spirit and matter will
have no control over you. Reclaim your Divinity today.

If you ally need such a referred The Living Light By Chris Comish publication that will offer you worth,
obtain the most effective vendor from us now from lots of preferred publishers. If you wish to amusing
books, many stories, tale, jokes, as well as much more fictions compilations are likewise released, from best
seller to one of the most recent launched. You may not be perplexed to delight in all book collections The
Living Light By Chris Comish that we will give. It is not about the prices. It has to do with just what you
require now. This The Living Light By Chris Comish, as one of the most effective vendors here will be one
of the right choices to review.


